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GENERIC THETA-SERIES OF

HALF INTEGRAL WEIGHT

MVUNG-HWAN KIM AND YOUNGSO Ko

o. Introduction and Notations

In this article, we prove that the generic theta-series of half integral
weight is simultaneous eigen-functions with respect to a certain Hecke
ring. An analogous result was given by A. N. Andrianov [AI] for integral
weight theta-series in 1979.

For 9 E M2n(R), let Ag,Bg,Gg, and Dg denote the n x n block
matrices in the upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right corners
of g, respectively.

Let Gn = GSp;t(R) = {g E M2n(R) j In[g] = rJn, r > O} where

I n = (~jn ~:), In[g] = tgJng, and r = reg) is a real number de

termined by g. Let r n = SPn(Z) = {M E M2n(Z) j In[M] = I n} and
'Hn = {Z = tz E Mn(C) j Im(Z) is positive definite}. For 9 E Gn and
Z E fin' we set

g(Z) = (AgZ + Bg)(CgZ + Dg)-l E fin.

For Z E Mn(C), let e(Z) = exp(21l"iu(Z» where u(Z) is the trace of
Z.

For other standard terminologies and basic facts, we refer the readers
[A2], [M], [0].
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(1.2)

1. Lifted Heeke Rings

Let n, q be positive integers and p be a prime with gcd(p, q) = l.
Let Ln = L; = {g E M2n(Z[P-l J) ; In[g] = p6 In, 0 E Z} where
0= o(g) is an integer determined by g.Let r~(q) = {M Ern; CM =0
(mod q)} and L~(q) = L~,p(q) = {g E Ln; Cg == o(modq)}. Let
r;: = {M E r n ; CM = O} and L~ = L~,P = {g E Ln; Cg = OJ.
Then (r~(q),Lo(q»and (ro,Lo) are Heeke pairs. We denote their cor
responding Hecke rings by .co(q) = .co,p(q) and.co = .co,p, respectively.
We let En = E; = {g E Ln; o(g) E 2Z}, Eo(q) = Eo,p(q) = EnnL~(q),

and Eo = EO,p = En n Lo. Then (r~(q),E(j(q»and (ro,Eo) are also
Heeke pairs, whose vonesponding·Heae riBgs are denoted by EC(q) =
eO,p(q) and eo = eo,p' respectively. They are the even subrings of .c~(q),
and .c~, respectively.

Let On = ((g,a(Z»; 9 E Gn,a(Z)2 = t(<letg)-1/2 det(CgZ + Dg )

for some t E C, ItI= 1,Z E Ttn }. OR is a multiplicative group under the
multiplication defined by (g,a(Z»(h,,B(Z» = (gh,a(h(Z»,B(Z» and is
called the universal covering group of Gn •

Let"'( : On -+ G be the projection "'(g, a(z» =g. We define an action
of On on 1ln by ((Z) = i((HZ) for ( EO,., Z E 'H,..

For a moment, we assume 41q. Let

(1.1) en(Z) = L: e{'MMZ) = L: e(Z[N]), Z E 'Hn.
MEM1, .. (Z) NEM..,l(Z)

en(z) is called the standard theta-function. For M E r~(q), we define

. e"(M(Z»
J(M,Z) = en(Z) ,Z E 'Hn.

The map j : fo(q) -+ an defined by j(M) = (M,j(M,Z» is a well
defined injective homomorphism [S] such that "'(oj = 1 on r~(q). Accord
ing to Zhuravlev's argument [Zh1} we may conclude that (to(q),L~(q»,
("to,Lo) are Heeke pairs, where t~(q) = j(ro(q»,to = j(r(j),L~(q) =
i-1(Lo(q», and L~ = "'(-l(L~). We denote their corresponding Heeke
rings by .co(q) = .c~,p(q),.co = .co,p, respectively. Similary, (to(q),
Eo(q», (t~, Etl) are Heeke pairs where E(j(q) = "'(-1 (Etl(q», Eo =
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,-I (Eo), and we denote their corresponding Hecke rings by £(!(q) =

£O,p(q), £0 = £o'P' which are the even subrings of .co(q), .co, respectively.
It is well known [AI] that there exists an injective homomorphism

fJn : .co(q) -t .co defined by

fJn (L ai(f'o(q)(i)) = L lli(f'O(i)

for any X = Eai(f'O(q)(i) E .co(q) where (i are chosen to be in Lo'
We also have a well defined surjective ring homomorphism 7rk : .co -t

.co satisfying

(1.4)

where k is a positive half integer, i.e., k = m/2 for some odd integer
An a(Z)

m ~ 1, ( = (g, a(Z)) E L o, and r(O = la(Z)I'

Let g: = diag(In_s,pIs,p2In_s,pIs) E Eo, s = O,l, ... ,n. Let
'1': = (f'o(q)g:f'o(q)) E £(!(q), where g: = (g:,p(n-s)!2) E Eo, and

let .co(T) = .co,p(T) be the subring C[i'{!, ... ,i':_I,(i':)±I] of £(!(q).
We define

L;;(T) = L;;,p(T) = (7rk 0 fJn)(.c;;(T)) c er;.
Let Sn be the permutation group on {Xl, X2, ••• , X n}. Let Wn be the

group of automorphisms of Cn[~ = C[x~1 ,xtl
, ... ,x;I], generated by

Sn and O'i, i = 0, ... , n, where O'i are automorphisms of Cn[~ defined
by

0'0 : Xo f-+ -Xo; Xi f-+ Xi, Vj I- 0
-I v· .../.. 0 . :£ . IO'i: Xo f-+ XOXi; Xi f-+ Xi ; Xi f-+ Xi, J.,... ,z, orz = , ... ,no

Let Wn[~ be the subring of Cn~] consisting of all Wn-invariant ele
ments. Then we have an isomorphism

(1.5)

For the precise definition of this map, see [AI], [Zh2]. Note that this
implies Lo(T) is a commutative ring.
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2. Siegel Modular Forms of Half Integral Weight

Let n, q be a positive integers with 41q. Let X be a Dirichlet character
modulo q. Let p be a prime with gcd(p,q) = 1. Let k be a positive half
integer. For a complex valued function F on 'Hn and ( = (g,a(Z» EOn,
we set

where < n >= n(n + 1)/2.
A function F : 'Hn -+ C is called a Siegel modular form of degree

n, weight k, level q,wit:h c1J.aracter x. if the following conditions hold:
(i) F is holomorphic on X n , (ii) FlkM = X(det DM)F for every M =

(M,j(M,Z» E ra(q), and (iii) Flk(M,a(z» is bounded as Imz -+ 00,

z E 'HI, for every (M, a(z» E 01 with M E SL2(Z) when n = 1. We
denote the set of all such Siegel modular forms by M:(q,x). This is a
finite dimensional vector space over C [Si2].

A function F : X n -+ C is called an even or odd modular form of
degree n if F satisfies (i), (ii)' (detDM)"F(M{Z) = F(Z), Z E 'Hn for
every M E fa' where s = 0 for even and s = 1 for odd modular forms,
and (iii)' F(z) is bounded as Imz -+ 00, z E XI when n = 1. We denote
the set of all even modular forms by M oand odd modular forms by
Mi. They are also vector spaces over C.

Let FE M:(q,X) and X(-I) = (_I)" for s = 0 or 1. For M E fa'
we have M = (M,j(M,Z» = (M, 1) and det DM = ±l. So, F satisfies
(ii)' (iii)' and hence

M:(q,X) eM: if X(-I) =(-1)".

For F E M:(q, X) and X =E ai(f;;(q)(i) E E:(q), we set

(2.2)

where Ai = A.,,(,.).
As for F E M: and X = E ai(fogi) E .co, we set

(2.3)



where

(2.4)
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Ai = Ag" and X(-1) = (_1)8.
X and X in (2.2) and (2.3) are well defined operators acting on

M;:(q,X) and M:, respectively, which are called Hecke operators.
Let X(-I) = (_1)8, with s = 0 or 1, F E M;:(q,x) eM:, and

X = L: ai(l~'o(qKi) E £c;(q), where (i = (gi' (ti(Z)) E Eo with gi =

(
6'D"! Bo)

POl D: . Since j(M, Z) = 1 for any ME r o,from (1.3) and (1.4)

follows that

where Ci = 1 or J=I according to det Di > 0 or det Di < 0, respectively.
So from (2.1)-(2.4) follows

Flk (?rk 0 ,an)(x) = " ai(tici)-2kX(det p6,Di)Flk9i,x L.J
= L ai(tici )-2kX(det p6,Di)(p6,t k/2-<n> .

(p-n6,/41 det DiI1/ 2)-2kF(gi(Z})

= L aiX(det p6, Di)(p6, )nk-<n>(ti(det Dd1 / 2)-2kF(gi (Z})

so that

(2.5)

3. Zharkovskaya Operator

Let n,q,x,p and k be as above. Let FE M:. We define «P : M: -+

M:-1 by

(3.1) (<<pF)(Z') = >.~~oo F ((~' i~))' Z' E 'Hn - 1 and A > O.
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(3.3)

{

Xo 1-+ xou-1 ; X n 1-+ u; Xi 1-+ Xi, i i= 0, n

-1
Xo 1-+ U ; Xl 1-+ U

(3.4)

~ is well defined and is called the Siegel operator (M~ = C, 1-£0 = {O}).
It is well known [Sil] that

(3.2) ~F E M:-1(q,X) if F E Mk(q, X)·

Let X = E ai(r::gi) E .c:: where gi = (po,:; ~:) E L::. By

multiplying (~* ~i) E r:: for a suitable Ui E GLn(Z) from the left

of gi, we may assume that all the Di are of the form Di = (~~ p~,) ,

di E Z., where D~ E V n
- 1 is\lP~ trian@1lar.We set

'11(X, u) = L aiu-O'(up-n)di(r~-lgD E .c~-l[U±l]

(
Oi (D~)* B~ )

where g~ = POl D: E L~-l and .c~-1[u±11 is the polynomial

ring in u, u-1 over .c;-1. Here B~ and ~ denote the blocks of size
(n -1) x (n - 1) in the upper left comer of Bi and Di, respectively. If
n = 1, we set '11(X,u) = Eaiu-O'(up-1)di. Note that Oi, di are uniquely
determined by the left coset (r::gi) for each i. '11(-,u) is a well defined
ring homomorphism : .c:: -+ .c~-l[tc:l:1](see [Z)).

We define a ring homomorphism '1(-,u): Cn[~ -+ C n _ 1k,u±1] by

when n > 1,

when n = 1 (Co~ = C).

Then the following diagram commutes :

.co

"(-,s)1
tPn-1X1 u

.c~-l [u±l] I C n - 1[~[U±l]

where tPn-i x 1" is the ring homomorphism that coincides with tPn-l on
.c~-l and fixes u.

We state the following theorem concerning a commuting relation be
tween Hecke operators and the Siegel operator acting on Siegel modular
forms of half integral weight.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let FE Mi:(q, X) and X E £o(q), wbere k is a half
integer. Tben

wbere Y = ('Irk 0 ,an)(x) E £0' (H n = 1, tben the action on tbe rigbt
hand side is nothing but a multiplication of complex numbers.)

Proof. See [KKO].

For the integral weight Siegel modular forms, the anology was given
by Andrianov [A1]. The following result is also given by Andrianov.

THEOREM 3.2. w(-,u): Ln(T) -+ Ln-l(T) is a surjective ring bo
momorphism for any u E C, u =i o.

Proof. See [AI].

4. Theta-Series of Half Integral Weight
Let Q E Nt" where Nt, is the set of all positive definite (eigenvalues

> 0) semi-integral (diagonal entries and twice of non-diagonal entries
are integers) m x m symmetric matrices. The level q of Q is defined to
be the smallest positive integer such that q(2Q)-1 is integral with even
diagonal entries. It is well known [Og] that q is divisible by 4 when m is
odd. We define the theta-series of degree n associated to Q by

(4.1) on(z, Q) = I: e(Q[X]Z) = I: r(N, Q)e(NZ), Z E 1in
XEMm,n(Z) NENn

where r(N,Q) = I{X E Mm,n(Z); Q[X] = N}I < 00.

We have the following theorem :

THEOREM 4.1. Let Q EN;;;, m odd. Tben

IJR(Z,Q) E Mi:(q,x) C M~

where k = m/2 is a balf integer, q is tbe level of Q, and X = XQ is tbe
Diricb1et character modulo q defined by

(d) = (2det2Q )
XQ Idl .

Jac
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Proof. See [K].

Let m, n be positive integers. Let e:. be the vector space over e
spanned by en(Z, Q),Q E N~, and let e:'(q,d) be its subspace spanned
by en(Z, Q), Q EN;!; with d = det 2Q and q = the level of Q for given
positive integers d and q. IT m is odd, then from Theorem 4.1 follows

e:;. C M o and e:;'(q,d) C Mk(q,X)

where x(detDM ) = Cde~~MI) Jac for any ME r::(q).

Let Q E .,N';!;. We denote the class and the genus of Q by (Q) and [Q],
respectively. Obviously (Q) C [Q]. It is well known that [Q] contains a
finite number of classes (see, for instance, [0]). Note that en(Z, Qtl =
en ( z, Q) for any Ql E (Q). Also note that det 2Q and the level of Q are
invariants of [Q] and hence

e:;'[Q] C e:;'(q,d) C e:;.

if q = the level of Q and d = det 2Q, where e:'[Q] is the subspace of
e:a spanned by en(Z, Qi), Qi E [QJ.

It is well known [Sil] that

where ~ is the Siegel operator (3.1) and Z = (:' :) E 1in , Z' E

1in - 1. In particular, ~ : e:'[Q] -+ e:.-1[Q], ~ : e:'(q, d) -+ e:,-l(q, d)
are epimorphisms for all n ;::: 1 and isomorphisms [F] if n > m.

We now introduce theta operators. Let m, n ;::: 1 and let p be a
prime with gcd(p, q) = 1. Let a : LCf -+ ex be a character such that

a(rCf) = 1. For X = (rCfgorCf) E .eCf with go = (p6go ~:) E LCf

and en(Z,Q) E e:. with Q EN;!;, we set

(4.2) en(Z, Q) Ocr X = a(go) L lx(Q,D)en(Z,p6Q[D*])
DEADoA/A

p6Q[D*]EN';!;
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where A = Am = SLm(Z) and

199

(4.3) lx(Q,D) = L e(QBD-1
).

BEBx (D)/mod D

Here Bx(D) = {B E Mm(Z[P-ll); (p6g* ~) E r~gOro} and B1,
B2 E Bx(D) are said to be congruent modulo D on the right if (B1 

B2 )D-1 E Mm(Z). This congruence is obviously an equivalent relation
and the summation in (4.3) is over equivalent classes in Bx(D) modulo
D on the right. We extend (4.2) by linearity to the whole space e~ and
the whole ring .co.

We set

.c:::, = {L ai(rOgir~) E .c~ ; him - 2bi =0, bi = logp Idet D i I}

where gi = (p6i~: ~:) E Loand let e{{O =eo n .c:;o.
We have the following theorem:

THEOREM 4.2.

(1) The action (4.2) is a well defined action of.c~ on e~.

(2) e~(q, d) is invariant under the theta operators of .c:::, if p is
relatively prime to q, the level of Q.

(3) e~[Q] is invariant under the theta operators of e{{O ifp is rela
tively prime to 2q.

Proof. See [AI] for m even. Here we assume that m is odd. Let

(4.4) c:(Z,Q) = L e(Q[U]Z), Z E 1im ,

UEn

where n = gm = GLm(Z). c:(Z,Q) is called the epsilon-series of Q. For

(
D* B)every M = 0 D E rowith DEn, we have

(4.5) c:(M(Z},Q) = L e(Q[UD*]Z)e(Q[U]BD-1
) = c:(Z,Q)

uen
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Note that e(Q[U]BD-I) = 1 because Q[U] EN;;' and BD-I is integral
symmetric [M]. From (4.5) and the definition of even modular forms
follows that e(Z,Q) E Mo. Let

.Am = {L aie(Z, Qi); Qi E Nt. } C M:f.

Let k = m/2 and X be a character satisfying x(-1) = 1. Let X =

(rlfgoro)E £0 with go = (p6~o ~:) E Llf. Then

x - b (r:g)
DEO\ODoO

BEBx(D)/mod D

where 9 = (p6~* ~). From (2.1) and (2.4) one can deduce

(4.6) e(Z,Q)I.~,xX = a",,,(go) L Ix (Q,D)e(Z,lQ[D*]).
DEADoA/A

p6q[D*]E.N",t

where a"." : Llf - ex is a character defined by

(4.7) a"." (g) = X(p6m-6)p6(mk-<m»-6k

We now define a linear map

0:' : Am - e:. by O:'(e(Z,Q» = (lR(Z,Q), Q EX;'.

Obviously 0:;' is a well-defined epimorphism. From (4.2) and (4.6) fol
lows

(4.8) O:'(e(Z, Q) Ik,xX) = (lR(Z, Q) 00' X, X E £:f,

where a = a",,, is the character (4.7). Oviously (lR(Z,Q) 00' Xl 00' X2 =
(lR(Z,Q) 00' X I X 2 • From the surjectivity of O~, (4.6) and the above
follows (1).

For (2) and (3), exactly the same arguments for the case m even [AI]
apply here.
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5. Main Theorem
Let Q e Nt. with m odd. We set \fI = \fIQ : t:(T) -+ t~-l(T) by

requiring the following diagram commutes :

t:(T) I L:(T)
1r:o~"

(5.1) l1f=l1fQ l 1l1f(-,pn-"xQ1 (p»

t~-l(T) I L~-l(T)
1r:-1opn-l

where k = m/2 and XQ is the character in Theorem 4.1. Since the right
vertical arrow is surjective by Theorem 3.2, \fI is also surjective. We let
\fir be the r-th iteration of \fI for r > 0 and \flo = the identity map. For
X e t~-r(T), 0 $ r $ n, let \fI-r(x) denote any element in t:(T)
whose image under \fir is X. .

Let X = (r(rgr(f) e .c(f for 9 = (p6~* ~) e L(f. We define

the signature seX) of X by seX) = 2b - mo where b = logp Idet DI.
A linear combination of double cosets with the same signature s e z
in .c(r is said to be s-homogeneous of signature s. For general X =

L:i ai(r(r9i) e .c(f with gi = (p6i~i ~:) and hi = logp Idet Dil, we

denote the s-homogeneous part of signature s in X by X(sh i.e.,

i,2bi-m6i=S

Let X e t(f(T) and Y = (7rk o,qm)(x) E L(f(T). We define a
homomorphism em =e;; :t(r(T) -+ ecm by

(5.2)

where

em(X) = L)XQ(p)pm/2)sY(_2S)X~s

s~O

X~s _ p-sm L (r~ (~* ~) r~) E e[:.
DEAm\M.,n(Z)/Am

detD=p·
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From Theorems 3.1,4.2, and the above, one can deduce the following
by the same argument for even m as in [AI] : Let m, n ~ 1 be integers,
m odd, m ~ n. Let Q E .N:' with level q, 41 q. Let p be a prime with
gcd(p, q) = 1. Then for X E i,~(T), we have

(5.3)

where k = m/2, X = Xl,/, and a = aA..x (see Theorem 4.1 and (4.7».
Theorem 4.2 and (5.3) say that en(Z, Q); Q E .N:', applied by a

Heeke operator X E i,~(T), can be written as a linear combination of
(JR(Z, Qi), Qi E [Q).

Let Q E .N:'. Let Ql,' .. ,Qh be the full set of representatives of the
classes in the genus [Q] of Q. We define the generic theta-series of degree
n associated to [Q] by

(5.4)

where ei is the order of the orthogonal group O(Qi)'

THEOREM 5.1. Let m ~ n ;::: 1 be integers with m odd. Let Q E .N:'.
Let q and X = XQ be the level and the character of Q, respectively. Let

p be a prime relatively prime to q. Then for any X E i,~(T),

(5.5)

where k = m/2 and the eigenvalue ..\(X, X) is detennined by:

(5.6) ..\(X, X) = f(pnk-<n>X(pt ,pl-kX(p)-t, ... ,pn-kX(p)-I).

where f(xo,x},··· ,xn) = (1/Jn 0 1rk o,an)(x) E Wn[~.

Proof. According to (5.3), it suffices to show that en(Z, [Q)) is an
eigenform of any theta operator X E eem. Then by (4.8), this is equiva
lent to show that c(Z, [Q)) is an eigenform of any Heeke operator X E eem,
where
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From definition of e(Z, Q) in (4.4) follows

e(Z, [Q]) = p-l L e(NZ)
NE[Q]

203

x - L (ra(p6~* ~))
DEO\ODoO

BEBx(D)/modD

and hence from (2.3) and (2.4) follows

e(Z, [Q])lk,xX = L X(detp6D*)e(Z, [QDlk9
D,B

where 9 = (g, p-6m/4Idet DI1/ 2 ), 9 = (p6~* ~), and the summation

is over D E O\nDon, B E Bx(D)/modD. So from (2.1), (4.4), (4.5),
(4.6), and (4.7) follows

e(Z, [Q])lk X,x

= L X(detp6D*)(p6)mk/2-<m>(p-6m/41 det DI1/ 2 )-2ke(g(Z}, [Q])
D,B

=p-1 X(p6k)p-26<k> L e(Qo(p6Z[D-1]+BD-1»
QoE[Q]

D,B

= p-1 X(p6k)p-26<k> L 'x(Qo,D)e(p6Qo[D*]Z).
Qo,D

p' Qo(D·]EN,t

According to Theorem 4.2, p6Qo[D*] E [Q). So we have

e(Z, [QDlk,xX =J&-t x(p6k)p-26<k> L (L 'x (p6Qt ['D],D») e(Qt Z ).
QIE[Q) D
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But it is easy to check that ED Ix (p6Ql [tD], D) is independent on Ql E
[Q]. This proves that (JR(Z, [Q]) is an eigenform of any Hecke operator
X E .c:;(T). To prove (5.6), we apply 4)R to (5.5) so that

4)R«(JR(Z, [Q])lk (lR(X) = A(X,X)()R«(JR(Z, [Q]).,x
But ()R(9R(Z, [Q]) = 1 since Q is positive definite. Therefore, we have
A(X, X) = (lR(X) and (5.6) follows immediately from the diagram (5.1).
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